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The Times view on the shortage of GPs: 

What’s up Doc? 

GPs are stretched to breaking point and patients are suffering. Boris Johnson should consider 

radical solutions to this enduring crisis 

f general practitioners are the “front line” of the health service, then the NHS is in deep 

trouble. Our investigation today into the scale of the crisis in general practice services makes 

for troubling reading. So severe is the shortage of doctors that some surgeries find themselves 

with one permanent doctor for as many as 11,000 patients. Some patients are waiting up to 

nine weeks for an appointment. Vulnerable and elderly people who want to see a GP the 

same day are often obliged to shiver in queues outside surgeries before they open. A 95-year-

old patient with a chest infection, who could not stand, was forced to wait outside, a friend 

wrote on an NHS review site. A pregnant mother of twins told The Times she had pretended 

that there was an emergency in order to be seen. 

This crisis shows every sign of getting worse. The population is growing and ageing, which means demand 

for GP services is rising as the number of family doctors shrinks at an alarming rate. Since 2015 some 6 

per cent of permanent GPs have quit while patient numbers have risen from 57 million to 60 million. Some 

practices are replacing departing GPs with those who are still training, another risk to safety. Others are 

relying on the expensive services of locums, GPs who operate on a freelance basis. This is an uneconomic 

solution, which bleeds surgery funds. The squeeze means that the length of a consultation has shrunk to an 

average 9.2 minutes, according to one study. That’s half the length of those in Sweden or the United States 

and behind Peru and Russia. GPs reckon that 15 minutes is needed to deal with patients safely and 

efficiently. 

The government is at least trying to tackle the problem. It has promised to allocate an extra £4.5 billion to 

local surgeries by 2024. Boris Johnson has pledged an extra 6,000 GPs by the same date and to increase by 

50 million the number of GP appointments each year. Think tanks such as the Health Foundation doubt 

these promises, saying that the government’s previous pledge of 5,000 extra GPs by 2020 has not been 

met, and there is no plan for recruiting the doctors in time, given that it takes ten years to train a GP. 

Worse, the government finds itself running to stand still. As they get busier, some GPs are burning out. 

That is leaving the rest to cope with a larger load, which can deter young trainees from choosing general 

practice. Some are choosing to go part time or opting for more flexible working. A cap on the tax-free 

amount that can be accumulated in a pension pot has led to an increase in the numbers taking early 

retirement. The NHS has had to offer to compensate them this winter until a permanent solution is found. 

Yet this is a crisis that has dogged the NHS since its inception. When Aneurin Bevan founded the 

institution in 1948 he had to buy the backing of GPs by allowing them to run their surgeries as private 

businesses. “I stuffed their mouths with gold,” he said later. Gold-stuffing has remained the default 

response of successive governments when faced with similar pressures. Under Tony Blair GPs were 

offered a 22 per cent pay rise and the chance to opt out of working at the weekends or in the evenings The 

result is that it is easy for GPs to earn high sums from scant hours. We recently reported on a GP who 

moonlights as a comedian. 

The government’s immediate priority must be to devise better incentives for doctors to stay in full-

time work. It also needs to attract more from abroad. Padding practices with nurses and pharmacists to 

see patients with more routine conditions will also help to alleviate some pressures. The government 

must further create more training places to fill vacancies in the long term. But Mr Johnson should not 



be afraid to think radically about bolder reforms. Armed with his large majority, he has a once-in-a-

generation opportunity to find a lasting solution to this crisis. 


